
I began teaching general seman-
tics in France in December, 1962 . Be-
tween then and February, 1965, I held
twenty-nine 18-hour 'introductory' gen-
eral semantics seminars and five exten-
ded 'continued-training' seminars for
more than 400 French-speaking men and
women . The majority of these had in-
sufficient command of English to read
Science and Sanity or other G . S . lit-
erature which at present is available
almost exclusively in that language .
With few exceptions, at the time of en-
rollment they had few notions--and
these mostly erroneous--of what general
semantics had to do with .

As I conceived it, my task in-
volved 'getting' some G . S . into their
semantic reactions, giving them the
kind of theoretical material to be
found in a textbook, and giving them at
least a 'feel' of G . S . as a coherent
system without which the isolated form-
ulations--time-binding, identification,
map-territory relationships, etc .-- .
could not be adequately evaluated .
This had to be done in a language of t
institutionally maintained structure
wherein equivalents are lacking for
many of the non-elementalistic and,
technical terms which are so vital in
their implications (e . g ., 'time-
binding') . In the French language the
present active tense ('I am moving',
'We are looking', etc .), so important
for its here-now dynamic implications,
can at best be used only with extreme
awkwardness, etc . Added to this were
problems of a generally all-too-
thorough philosophical schooling, a
subliminal disdain for things American,
etc ., on the part of my students

	

.
and of their teacher's scant experience .

Fortunately, my awareness of
these difficulties evolved only after I
had started the seminars . If I had
'known' what to expect, I might never
have begun in the first place.

The following represents a gen-
eralization from several recent semi-
nars, no two of which ever followed ex-
actly the same pattern . As a time-
binder I made use of the general seman-
tics experience of others as transmit-
ted via the published and recorded
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material, made available by the Insti-
tute, and via my instructors at Institute
Seminar-Workshops and elsewhere . My own
foundations thus acquired and enlarged
upon, I here offer my shoulders (so to
speak) to others engaged in a similar
sort of premise-changing activity .

I . THE INTRODUCTORY' SEMINAR

Known as the 'week-end electro-
shock' by many of those who have been
through it, this course is geared for
those who are still asking, what is
general semantics? The group is lim-
ited to 20 .' The first meeting lasts
2-1/2 hours on Friday evening, followed
by an 8-hour schedule on Saturday and
Sunday .

Friday evening . After the par-
ticipants had introduced themselves
around the table, I explained my teach-
ing method as inductive and non-linear,
i . e ., differing greatly from what they
had been accustomed to in school . I
told them that I would often be speak-
ing in terms of analogy, and as an ex-
ample, showed a number of pieces of
cardboard with seemingly random black
splashes on them . When these were as-
sembled, various participants perceived
a gestalt of a 'man on horseback'
(others saw a 'flight of birds', 'a ti-
ger', etc .) . I explained that by anal-
ogy, the black splashes corresponded to
different aspects of G . S .-as-a-whole,
but it would take more than two days to
present an assemblage of these so that
a whole-view (gestalt) would be
possible--and even then, every person
would not see the same whole . I at-
tached the cardboard ensemble in plain
view on the wall, where it would remain
until the end of the seminar .

After this bid for patience, I
spent some time talking about what
Irving Lee termed 'Allness Disease',
insisting that 'you can't learn some-
thing you think you know already .' I
got ready verbal agreement from the
group that they didn't know all, even
about Allness Disease, and certainly
not about what was to come later during
the seminar . But unfortunately, their
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subsequent behavior was all too often
out of keeping with their words ..

I next considered expectations .
For most this was an excessively under-
defined multi-ordinal term, and it
caused quite a stir when I said first
that we tend to hear, see, feel, etc .,
what we expect to hear, see, etc ., and
then, that we never find exactly what
we expect . At this point I had to set
a pair of spring-operated plastic jaws
to clacking on the table-top, with :
'Korzybski called this "masturbation of
the salivary glands" .' I told the story
of the man who finally climbed the
stairs because, impatiently facing the
door he had entered in an elevator, he
failed to realize that it was door2, be-
hind him, that had opened at his floor .

Then we began a series of exper-
iments . The group was presented with a
whirling disc and asked to report on the
colors they saw. Bits of Phenylthio-
Carbamide-treated paper were handed out,
which they tasted and reported on . Each
individually measured a filing-card with
a ruler, and reported his findings .
They attempted to agree on what 'was
there' in a young-woman/old-hag
'gestalt-formation' picture . They re-
ported on what they saw in two photo-
graphs on the wall . Faced with the fact
of different evaluations of the 'same'
stimuli, many became excited, impatient,
angry, etc . When we tried to come to
some consensus as to what had been hap-
pening in the group, and what we could
learn from it, again there were differ-
ent evaluations, and more excitement .

When things had quieted down I
asked them to consider such statements
as, 'the disc is green,' 'the paper is
tasteless,' etc . I talked briefly about
structural correspondence between a map
and territory, and asked if these state-
ments corresponded to the facts . And if
not, why not? 'The card is 10 .7 centi-
meters long' : is this a structurally
accurate map?

'Well,' came the replies, 'the
problem is that I'm color-blind'

	

. .
'I'm a poor taster' .

	

'I don't mea-
sure well'

	

'My ruler isn't accu-
rate enough,' etc . Some said in effect
that the color, taste, etc ., was a re-
lationship between the observer and the
external events . But when I asked,
'Does a length exist for this card aeart
from the, observer?' confusion ensued .
They expressed the premise that although
they could not themselves, nor could any
anyone else, know 'THE length' of the
card, 'THE color' of the disc, etc .,
such qualities did somehow exist . That

no one had ever 'really' measured them
seemed to make no difference .

I asked then if they had heard
of Einstein, which of course they had--
what a silly question . And of course
they knew that the world according to
Einstein is a process in which the ob-
server affects what he is observing . I
lit a cigarette and blew smoke, 2 ex-
plaining that the smoke they saw was
not the process, but that, in keeping
with Einstein we postulated a process-
level . If we could see the 'rocess, I
said, it would appearsomething like the
smoke in that it was changing, moving,
in flux, etc . Did they accept this
postulate that the world, themselves in-
cluded, was 'made of' this something-
called-'process' which, when postu-
lated, made it possible to have electric
lights, airplanes, etc? They did . Did
they accept, then, that the card they
had measured is also 'made up of "pro-
cess"'? Yes . I blew some more smoke,
grabbed the ruler and measured the smoke
(which of course wasn't standing still) .
To a few, at least, the point got home .

To end the session I returned to
a consideration of the kind of maps we
were making with the 'is' of predica-
tion, and what we might do to create
better maps . This brought some conster-



nation . 'But then, we have to change
our way of talking!' The prospect of
modifying life-long habits seemed so
frightening to many that I felt it best
to pass over this problem, for the time
being at least .

Saturday . The premise that I--
see-what-is-really-there is a hard one
to breach . I asked for reports on an
Ames Trapezoidal Window revolving at the
far end of the room . There were near-
fights between those for whom it was re-
volving continuously, and those for whom
it was oscillating . There were accusa-
tions : 'You're playing tricks--it's an
"illusion"!' When I asked what was 're-
ally' happening, replies came : 'On la
voit tourner dans un seul sens,' or 'On
la voit osciller' . 3 I explained that
'On', for me, was a fairy-tale entity
who lived on the Eiffel tower . After
repeated demonstrations of the trapezoi-
dal window with a rod traversing it, a
cube attached, etc ., many students
seemed to be grasping the importance of
accepting responsibility for their ob-
servations and formulating their lan-
guage accordingly . My explanation of
the 'illusory' phenomena in terms of
structural assumptions, expectations,
etc ., was generally well taken .

With the Ames demonstration and
the previous evening's experiments as
context, we- returned to a discussion of
the assumptions embodied in language
structure, and of the 'Is's' of exis-
tence, predication and identity . Some
students, who 'knew this already', were
annoyed by this 'pointless' discussion,
but I insisted on exploring the matter
further.

I have found that the 'Is of
Identity' test by Thomas Weiss is a mar-
velous instrument for bringing students
to discover for themselves that every-
thing may not be all right in the realm
of their assumptions, attitudes, etc .
But it can be a disturbing experience,
and more than once students have quit
the seminar shortly after this test .
Particularly troubling to my group were
the statements pertaining to religious
matters, and many refused violently to
consider that God (the letters G-0-D)
could be thought of as a word! They
were troubled with the notion that a
statement might be true in some contexts
and not in others, as though something
that were not always true must be false .
We would return to this problem in con-
sidering aristotelian two-valued 'logic'

After the 'Is' test I turned to
the matter of postulates and their de-
rived theorems (see cover diagram of

this Bulletin) . I wrote out the aristo-
telian 'laws of thought' and discussed
them briefly, and then turned to what
for me is the single hardest task of a
seminar : presenting Korzybski's three
premises . For adults they seem so
childishly simple, yet are so fantasti-
cally difficult to grasp .

A map is not the territory it
represents . Following Korzybski's own
usage, I had them pinch one hand with
the other and attempt to tell me the
feeling . Many replied, 'a pinch,' 'a
hurt,' etc . I explained that their
words were not the feeling, that this
could not be said, etc . I presented a
'pencil' and asked what it was . For a
reply I got the word, pencil . I asked,
'Is it any more a pencil than an object-
for-separating-the'-fingers? What it is,
is what my nervous system has abstract-
ed from process, and since you and I are
related to it from different positions,
etc ., obviously it must be different
for each of us .' I insisted, 'It is
neither pencil, nor manufactured object,
nor ear-scratcher, nor hole-puncher, nor
tooth-stop nor anything else you can
say .' Many people nodded that they had
understood . I asked again, 'What is
this?' 'Pencil' came the reply . I in-
dicated how I would answer : by waving
toward it, raising my hand and indica-
ting it . Many were extremely apprehen-
sive about doing this .

Discussion of the three non-aris-
totelian premises was to last several
hours uninterrupted . Although the pre-
mises are formulated separately, they
are integrally related, and so is my
general expose . In reference to the
second premise - a map covers not all
the territory - I began by talking about
known electro-magnetic phenomena . We
agreed that for our purposes 2,000 me-
ters represented the longest wave-
lengths, and 10 -15 the shortest . Also,
that the human nervous system responded
in the eye to wave-lengths in the 4 to 8
milli-millimeter wave-band . I estab-
lished a scale along one wall, the ends
of which represented the agreed-upon ex-
tremes, and asked what distance along
the wall would represent the visible
spectrum . We agreed that we did not
have on hand an instrument delicate
enough to draw a representation of that
band on the thirty-foot wall . I turned
on a portable radio, held the 'pencil'
near it in various positions, and asked
if they thought something might be going
on where the 'pencil' was that they
hadn't been aware of . Some students
seemed to be getting the point .
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I proceeded then to introduce
the structural differential, and to ex-
plain the general semantics usage of the
verb 'to abstract' . Several times I
held up the 'pencil' and asked, 'What is
it?' A few students now answered by
pointing silently . Little by little
others would begin to understand and re-
ply similarly, although there were one
or two recalcitrant ones who refused to
the very end to reply other than with
words .

Another way of stressing the map-
is-not-territory relationship was to ask
some student, 'What are you?' If he re-
plied, 'I am a man (Homme)' I would
write H-O-M-M-E on the blackboard, and
then begin talking to the letters, paus-
ing occasionally as though I expected
the word to answer . A few students did
seem to realize that they could not say
their non-verbal organismic goings-on .

Then I asked if it was possible
for us to 'tell all' about the 'pencil',
and if so, how long it would take . The
group quickly came to a consensus that
it would take an 'infinitely' long time
to say all . I suggested that even if we
couldn't say all, we say something, that
I would write what they said on the
board . Someone replied that it wasn't
worth the trouble . When I pointed out
a possible either-or attitude here (if
you can't say everything, say nothing)
several got angry . But they began to
speak : 'pencil', 'yellow','thickness',
etc ., and within a few minutes the
blackboard was covered . Also within a
few minutes they had slowed down or
stopped speaking altogether . I chided
them that they had told me they could
speak 'forever' about the pencil, but
within a few minutes had run out of
things to say . This inspired another
brief period of talking, but with in-
creasing agitation, impatience', 'let's
move on to something else,' etc . Now,
when sullen silence came over the group,
I broke the pencil in two ('did anybody
mention these structures?'), turned on
the radio ('did anyone mention these go-
ings-on?'), indicating the wall-chart .
I wrote on the board several of the com-
monest cliches expressing 'finality'
(e .g . : 'That's all there is to it,'
'There's nothing more to be said,' etc .) .
To many, the point got home, and from
then on the use of et cetera was to be-
come more and more frequent .

The first question put to the

class after lunch was, 'Does a falling
tree make a noise if no one is around
to hear it?' I asked if someone could
inform me of any phenomena the knowl-
edge of which had not been obtained via
a human nervous system . Several tried .
I was surprised at the difficulty many
students seemed to have in realizing
that they were there, that they had
brains, receptor organs, etc . I had
them scan and pay attention to the
space between themselves and the things
and people around them, and schematized
these relationships on the blackboard .
Little by little came acceptance--
verbal acceptance, at least--that
sounds, visions, etc ., were the products
of nervous systems (not necessarily
stimulated by events outside the organ-
ism) . This raised the question as to
how to distinguish between what was
'really' there and what they were ima-
gining . I analyzed this in terms of
'either-or' and referred back to the
Ames window . Someone broke out with,
'But we must have some eternal truths!
You're destroying reality!' Others,
however, seemed relieved to discover
that in part at least, they did have
some responsibility for 'reality' .

The problem of 'Truth' brought us
to the topic of multi-ordinality . Every
human situation, I explained, has an
environment or context, and so do words .
To speak of humans, or words, or any-
thing else, as though they could stand
isolated and alone, without a surround,
was a fiction . We put terms such as
'truth', 'freedom', 'love', etc ., in
different contexts, attending to the
changes of meaning in each case . I was
surprised to see how happy several stu-
dents became with this 'discovery',
even though they would later have to
re-discover multi-ordinality when
blocking on such problems as, 'How can
we have "true communication"?', 'What
is a "fact"?', etc .

Other students failed entirely to
get the point . '"Truth" isn't a word!'
I was told . 'It's something to be
sought, to be found . . .' Something .
With the aid of a structural differen-
tial I tried to point out their objec-
tifications .

I invested some effort in trying
to put across the notion that the mean-
ings of words (and of everything else)
are not in the words (or things, etc .),
but here in me, and in you--and the



meanings are non-identical in me and
you . An extremely helpful device in
this connection was the 'broken-T'
puzzle . 4 I selected for this experi-
ment two people who appeared to me most
to feel that since they understood what
they meant when they said something,
everyone else should . It was an eye-
opening experience for many students to
see that an apparently 'simple' prob-
lem--explaining how to assemble five
bits of plastic--was not so simple when
words only could be used to transmit
the information . Some students were
beginning to comprehend my saying, at
the beginning of the seminar, that I did
not expect them to understand me as I
understood me . I think this could be
generalized to any situation ,of human
intercourse, this article included .

The T-puzzle experiment elicited
the question as to how we could have
communication . Communication . I wrote
down the word . I started, and ran to
the window . A few students stood, try-
ing to see what had attracted my atten-
tion . I quietly went and wrote 'Com-
munication,' on the blackboard . I
grinned at a man--hesitantly, he grinned
back . I wrote 'C 2 ' . I took up a pen-
cil, tapped it against the table, looked
sternly at a girl who was fiddling with
hers . She stopped fiddling . I wrote,
'C3' . 'You're Paul, aren't you?' I
asked a man named Claude . He shook his
head . 'C4', I wrote . I asked how many
obeyed traffic lights . I requested
that if someone found some pure com-
munication somewhere, please bottle it
and send it to me . I think the point
got home .

Sunday. Holding a pencil in
each hand, I asked if there were more
similarities or more differences between
them. The customary disaccord ensued .
I reviewed the previous morning's work,
to point out that in a process-world of
non-identity, the similarities were
less fundamental (but not less impor-
tant) than the differences, and were
the creations of our nervous systems .
To illustrate, we selected two students,
and wrote a list of similarities and
differences we found between them . We
noted that when speaking of similarities
we had used one word, and two words
when pointingout differences . We did
this similarity/differences listing
several times, first stating a similar-
ity, then indexing the statement to
show differences .

By a series of examples, I then
indicated what I meant by intensional
vs . extensional definition. When this

seemed to have been more or less under-
stood, I wrote the word 'Musician' on
the board, and began to define it ex-
tensionally by listing : Beethoven,
Mozart, Debussy . . . Brubeck, etc .
asked if everyone agreed with this
definition . Some didn't, and I asked
why . There began a lot of very compli-
cated verbalization to the effect that
Brubeck wasn't the same as Beethoven .
I proposed we create another category,
'Musician2', and put Brubeck in there .
There was general agreement . I asked,
now why did we put Brubeck under a label
different from Beethoven? A simple
point : we do our own differentiation,
and can create labels at will to refer
to these differences, and to the
similarities we wish to retain . Yet
after dozens of examples, this would
still be misunderstood . We tackled the
problem from various approaches . From
a group of four students, we eliminated
ope, then a different one, in succes-
sion, grouping the other three and
enquiring each time how it was that we
went about abstracting and creating our
categories (or groups) .

Time and again we ran up against
students' identifications . I tentative-
ly put myself into a category, 'French-
man' containing de Gaulle, Piaf, etc .
There were objections . When I asked
w they didn't want me under the label
Frenchman' the answer came : 'Because

you said you were. American .' But we
kept at it, until finally someone could
reply, 'Because I see a difference
between you and the other members of
this class, and I want to put you under
a different label to call attention to
that difference .'

To get the students working
with this on another level, I dis-
tributed collages, cardboard sheets
with four pictures pasted on each . Some
of the collages consisted of pictures
of infants, the others were random mag-
azine cut-outs of radios, businessmen,
birds, dancers, etc . The instructions 5
were to perform a similar operation
four times with each collage : eliminate
one of the pictures, and explain what
similarity obtained among the remaining
three that was not shared by the one
eliminated . The students worked in
pairs, and afterwards gavee reports on
their categorizations . It was instruc-
tive to see that while some categories
had been made in terms of what the
pictures symbolized, others referred to
the objective pictures-on-cardboard,
and still others to words about what
was symbolized . Some disagreements
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arose about the categories others had
created (of the type : 'Any fool can
plainly see that a cat and a matchbox
are intrinsically different!'), but
little by little most students began to
accept responsibility for their own ab-
stractions, and to argue less about 'is
right' and 'is wrong' .

Along with the realization that
we can segment the world in an infinite-
ly varied way in keeping with our way
of speaking about it, the absolutes-
hunting problem arose as to what was
THE BEST way to talk . I showed a suc-
cession of maps of France : 1) highways,
2) power distribution, 3) urban develop-
ment, 4) cattle-raising, 5) flower-
growing, etc . Which of these, 1 asked,
really represented the country BEST?
Agreement quickly came that it again
depended on the context : the needs,
aims, etc ., of the map-maker and user .
Applied to themselves, they realized
that here, too, there could be dif-
ferent ways of 'thinking'-talking, none
of which was ultimate .

Although every aspect of gen-
eral semantics is related in manifold
ways to every other aspect, only very
few of the inter-relations can be made
explicit during a limited seminar . To
my students it probably appeared as
though I was jumping arbitrarily from
one subject to another . Within the
context of the system-as-a-whole, my
choices of subject-matter were of course
arbitrary, selected on the basis of my
own personal way of comprehending the
system . Given the structural assump-
tions of general semantics, any 'bit'
of information I chose was of course
related in a specific way to any other
aspects of the system .

Now, after again reviewing the
use of the structural differential, we
moved to a consideration of observations
and inferences . I presented a series
of situations about which I made state-
ments, as in the following example :

'Here is a letter I have re-
ceived : "Dear Severen, I intend to
arrive at the Paris North Station at

7 :30 p .m . next Friday, and hope you
can meet me . Your friend, Henri ."'

Statement 1 : Henri is looking
forward to seeing me .

Statement 2 : Henri intends to
come to Paris next Friday .

Statement 3 : I received a letter
from Henri.

Most students reacted at first
as though these were descriptive state-
ments, i .e ., referred to observations
made . We saw, however, that (1) only
Henri could observe his feelings about
seeing me, (2) only Henri could know
(observe) his intentions, (3) although
it was highly probable that Henri had
written the letter, such had not been
observed, and so remained an 'Inference .
Here we began a discussion of the
lesser-degrees-of-probability of in-
ferences .

Just as some students had ear-
lier gotten the notion that since you
can't say the territory with a verbal
map, you shouldn't use maps, now some
of them seemed to feel that since in-
ferences were of lower probability,
only observations had any value . I ex-
plained how much of our most useful
knowledge is inferential--how, in fact,
modern physics is based on extremely
high-order inferences (i .e ., no one has
ever seen an electron) . I also pointed
out that the classification of inferen-
ces vs . descriptions is not a clear-cut
black-and-white, either-or case (refer-
ring, for example, to the Ames Trape-
zoidal Window) .

Unless constantly checked, my
students had a tendency to wander to
extremely high 'philosophical' levels
of abstraction on the slightest provo-
cation . They took pride in this--'It
is typically French,' I was told . This
was my major reason for delaying dis-
cussion of time-binding until the end
of the seminar . This topic opened the
floodgates of contention, and I was
hard put to reply satisfactorily in the
time available, to the myriad objec-
tions to the time-binding notion . It
was held that we are 'social animals',
that 'even cows bind time through evo-
lution', etc . It was understood easily
that human beings live in environments



they have to a great extent created
themselves, neuro-linguistic environ-
ments included . But it was difficult
to change their assumption that 'know-
ledge' was 'something', to see that
'knowledge' in all its extra-neural
forms was the product of human nervous
systems at some date, which affected
other humans at other dates .

Earlier, objections had been
raised that general semantics was
destructive of existing ethical and
moral codes, that my insistence that
no human behavior was intrinsically
'right' or 'wrong' had created a dan-
gerous 'amoral' vacuum . We discussed
some of the 'moral' implications of
the time-binding definition of man . We
came to : Do unto thy neighbor as to
thyself, not because some absolute code
says you should, but because you are in-
extricably interdependent with your
neighbor (this annoyed some students
who prided themselves on their 'inde-
pendence') . We illustrated this inter-
dependence extensionally by enumerating
some of the people--most of them long
dead--who made it possible to sit down
in a bistro for coffee .

I ended the 'formal' part of

the seminar (questions and answers came
next) with a general review, particu-
larly emphasizing the extensional
devices . I indicated that I had
attempted to give them an extensional
definition of general semantics, and
that the ETC . with which we were closing
the seminar, was infinitely more vast
than the few aspects of the system we
had examined together . I could offer
no general rule as to how to use general
semantics ; I,simply asked that they try
to use it wherever possible rather than
talkabout it too much .

II . THE 'SEMINAIRE
DE CONTINUATION .'

The first seminar of this type
to be held was termed, 'Advanced seminar
in general semantics .' Having enrolled
in an 'advanced' course, many students
behaved as though they had 'completely
mastered' the 'introductory' material
--behavior in itself indicative of in-
adequate mastery . To avoid at least
the planting of these assumptions, the
name 'Seminar of continuation' was
adopted .

We began by writing down the
three basic Korzybskian premises . I
then asked for examples of these on
lower levels of abstraction . Students
had some difficulty with this at first,
but slowly a list of this type emerged :

1

My feelings about you are not
you .

My words, 'I'm angry' are not
my feelings .

The diagnosis, 'bronchial in-
fection' is not what is happening
in you .

The structural differential is
not what is happening .

Etc .

'Thoughts', 'feelings', etc .,
are abstractions from not all the
territory .
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'X is a genius' covers notall X .

The structural differential
covers not all relationships .

Etc .

3

Any theory may be theorized
about .

The structural differential may
be used to talk about the structur-
al differential .

sad .
I can feel sad about my feeling

Etc .

We spent half the morning on
this topic . Then I suggested we examine
some of the relationships between the
'ideas' we held about ourselves, the
'ideas' others might have about us, and
the non-verbal goings-on called 'Me' .

I indicated how it was that we
evaluated the world along different
dimensions, by our way of talking about
it . For example : Americans may judge
one another by an 'is-this-person-easy-
to-get-along-with?' yardstick . But
there is no place in the French language
for this specific type of judgment, and
so Frenchmen do not evaluate each other
in these terms . Again : A Mexican man
may be evaluated as 'Macho' or not
'Macho', but no other language-group
uses these specific criteria of evalua-
tion .

I asked the group to consider
some of the evaluational yardsticks
they used, and together we established
a list such as : Charming, Reserved,
'Decontracte' (approximately 'relaxed'
--but not quite), 'Sympathique' (in
American : 'likable'--approximately),
etc . Then I asked each member of the
group to evaluate himself on a ten-
point scale using these criteria .

When this had been done, I
divided the group in two, and had each
member of one section evaluate each
member of the other in the same way .
Finally, I had each person state what
he thought the others' evaluation would
be with respect to himself .

We tabulated the results, and
several students reported that it was
a big eye-opener to see the differences
between evaluations, and particularly
the differences between others' evalua-

tions of themselves and their own . i
asked, without seeking an answer, to
what extent did they feel they might be
identifyinq their own or others' evalua-
tions with the silent goings-on .

Having verbally emphasized the
importance of objective-level silence,
we turned for the rest of the morning to
'abstract' (non-figurative) water-color
painting, in an attempt to obtain some .

My major effort during this
seminar was directed toward bringing
the students to some awareness of the
silent, dynamic here-now of their liv-
ing . They were asked to experiment at
mealtimes with chewing and tasting--
coming into closer contact with the
taste, consistency, etc ., of their food .
After-meal coffee was served with in-
structions to 'remain in the here-now'
for an hour . One result of this was
that conversation tended toward more
descriptive levels rather than the usual
abstruse generalities .

The seminar was held in the
country, and we spent time listening,
looking, smelling, feeling the texture
of stones and trees, etc ., silently .

During the 'theoretical' parts
of the course, I spoke about attitudes :
how thinking-feeling-posture-talking,
etc ., was inseparable except verbally .
We attended to our ways of holding our-
selves, of maintaining rigid postures
('physical' as well as 'mental') .6
These experiences cannot be conveyed
verbally, and I have found that talk
about them can be dangerously mis-
leading . By the end of the seminar some
students were beginning to accept and
become aware of some of the unspeakable
aspects of their behavior that they had
previously rejected or been unconscious
of .

Each day I had the group spend
half an hour drawing a tree branch . The
dated drawings were hung up in the
classroom. On the last day we compared
and discussed them in terms of map/
territory . Students saw that their
maps had varied from day to day, usual-
ly in the direction of greater detail--
they saw more . They noted that their
viewpoints (temporal-spatial relations)
with respect to the branch had changed
with each drawing, that there were
varying degrees of structural similar-
ity between the drawing and branch, etc .
We extended this, in discussion, to



consider by analogy other areas of ab-
stracting, map-making behavior .

Toward the end of the seminar we
examined some of the social convenances
(static maps), the unconscious 'should-
do's' by which people guided--and
stifled--themselves (e .g ., professional
people should appear 'serieux') . The
assumption had been held by most that
there was a 'something' called 'society'
which forced people to conform to cer-
tain patterns . Now we were beginning to
allocate responsibility for behavior
from 'out there' to each individual (who
was not in isolation, however) . We did
some 'reversal' experiments, 7 imagining
various interpersonal situations and
habit-patterns as though they were the
opposite of what they usually are (e .g .,
letting another driver get ahead in
Paris traffic, instead of straining to
stay in front) . We discovered that a
number of habitual, unconditional reac-
tions could become more conditional .

(Some began to suspect that so-
called 'laws of human nature'--unin-
dexed--were 'laws' only when seen from
the particular viewpoint of those who
had formulated them in a particular cul-
ture at a given date, and that 'human
nature' by intensional definition was a
possibly dangerous fiction .)

I know of no absolute standard
by which to judge the effectiveness of
this type of training . That many stu-
dents felt it worthwhile is inferred,
judging by the number of newcomers to
these seminars on the recommendation of
former participants . Nor do I know of
any 'right' method of presenting general
semantics . I try to behave as exten-
sionally as possible--to keep to facts,
specific cases and situations, etc .--
but each seminar is a new experiment, a
novel situation in space-time to which
the experience of earlier points in
space-time will not be perfectly appli-
cable .cable . An 'exper,, in this or any
other field, is 'expert' only on what
has already taken place. Here-now we
are all neophytes, working by approxi-
mation .

A great deal of anxiety, hostil-
ity, etc ., is generated during these
seminars, which I believe unavoidable .
Our premises are one aspect of our liv-
ing processes inseparable (except .verb-
ally) from our thinking-feeling-moving-
talking-etc . We will defend our pre-

mises in case of attack just as we would
defend our bodies--since the two are in-
separable--and I would hope that any
teacher who wants or needs a consistent
favorably disposed audience, try to find
some other subject .

NOTES

1 . The 'Academie Francaise'
publishes regular reports in France on
which terms shall or shall not be
'officially' considered part of the
French language .

2 . Credit to 0 . R. Bontrager
for this and many other invaluable
teaching techniques used in these semi-
nars .

3 . The word 'On' (On pense, on
voit, etc . : one thinks, one sees, etc.T
is inculcated from childhood in France
as the only polite way of referring to
self . Children are reprimanded for say-
ing 'Je' (I, me) when referring to
themselves .

4 . See 'The Fractured T--A
Communications Exercise' by James W .
Newman, General Semantics Bulletin Nos .
26 & 27, 1960, p . 94 .

5 . Derived from an exercise for
consciousness of abstracting by W . J .
Osburn, Papers from the Second American
Congress'on General Semantics, Institute
of General Semantics, Lakeville, Conn .,
1943, p . 400 .

6 . Credit to Charlotte S . Read,
Institute of General Semantics, whose
work in sensory awareness provided the
foundations for these experiments .

7 . See Gestalt Therapy : Excite-
ment and Growth in the Human Personality
by Perls, Hefferline and Goodman, The
Julian Press, New York, 1951, p . 45 ff .

ABOUTTHE AUTHOR (Continued from page 92)
composer . He returned for Seminar-Workshops in
1963 and 1964, enrolling six of his French stu-
dents in our 1964 course . Mr . Schaeffer will
represent the Institute of General Semantics-
Europe at the International Conference in San
Francisco 9-13 August 1965, and will participate
in the IGS Seminar-Workshop-afterward at Colorado
Academy, together with another group of his
French students .
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MURIEL ATTENDS A GENERAL SEMANTICS SEMINAR*

By Muriel Reed, of the Editorial Staff
Translated by Phillip Schwanke, Houston, Texas

NOTE : In sending us this translation, Mr . Schwanke wrote : 'Enclosed you will find my translation
of the article from Realites . Last week I sent in a translation of Chapter V from H . Laborit's
book entitled Du Soleil a L'Homme . As you may recall, I previously' suggested that the Institute pub-
lish a book, similar to General Semantics Seminar1937 [Transcription of Notes from Lectures by
Alfred Korzybski given at Olivet College], to be entitled "Selected Readings in General Semantics,"
or some such title . I sent in to you a list of selections that I thought would be suitable for such
a publication . Your answer indicated some interest in the notion, and this led to my translation of
the Realites article and the chapter from Laborit's book .

'I believe I stated in my previous letter that my translation of Laborit's work MUST be reviewed
and corrected by someone with a better grasp of French than I . I have more confidence in my transla-
tion of the Realites article . Still it must be admitted that I translated freely, and did not hesi-
tate to add or subtract a little something in those places where I thought it was justified . Perhaps
you should have someone go over the Realites article carefully to see if you agree with my interpre-
tation of Muriel Reed's article .

'It also has occurred to me that both of these works might be suitable for publication in the
G S Bulletin if you should decide not to go ahead with a "Selected Readings" publication .'

Two blind Americans have a brother who died .
What bonds unite the two blind Americans with
each other, given that the deceased brother did
not have a brother?

It is a tricky question, but no matter . If
you do not immediately have the answer, the dis-
ciples of Korzybski will tell you that you are
in need of some General Semantics .

What is General Semantics?
When I pose this very simple question to

semanticians, they twist and turn, because if
they say, 'General Semantics is	' they will
have ceased at that very instant to be semanti-
cians . Such scrupulousness gave me the impres-
sion that I was talking either to an initiate in
some mysterious science or a member of some ob-
scure, esoteric cult . To find what it was all
about, I decided to follow one of the precepts
of Korzybski : 'Shut up and do it .' I enrolled
in a General Semantics Seminar for beginners .

The first evening about fifteen of us were
grouped around a table in a large room with pale
blue walls, and a dark green carpet . The leader,
Severen Light Schaeffer, was a young blond Ameri-
can, good-looking and with the manners of a

Muriel fait de la skmantique gbnerale
Uiic gvn ua%tique intcIIec:utcllc a Ia mode,parMvrieIRevd

sportsman .
I could see that I was in good company : My

comrades were neither important celebrities nor
the rabble . They included advertising men, pub-
lic relations managers, psychologists, doctors,
lawyers, engineers and one woman school princi-
pal . Like me, they had read the articles of
Gabriel Veraldi, the first writer to make General
Semantics known in France . [But see Bachelard,
Chapter V, La Philosophie du Non, 1940 . --Ed.]

The Seminar began calmly enough . Schaeffer
explained to us that what we got out of the
course would depend in part on what we were ex-
pecting to get ; and he hinted that those who had
a preconceived notion of what was going to happen
might be mistaken .

Well and good . Up till now--respectful si-
lence . We naturally were all in agreement .

Schaeffer then presented us with a photo
showing a young man, whisky glass in hand, bent
over a beautiful young woman who was smoking a
cigarette .

'What do you see?' he asked .
'A man leaning over a young woman who wears

a fur stole,' said the lawyer .

*Permission to publish this translation has been granted to the Institute of General Semantics by
Realites .
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'An advertising photo for a brand of ciga-
rettes,' said a psychologist .

'Or for a brand of whisky,' guessed a
doctor .

'To me,' said an advertising manager who ap-
peared to be a jovial man, 'it is a very pleas-
ant picture of two young people who are prepar-
ing to gambol about a bit--if you know what I
mean . The young man, especially, appears quite
sophisticated . Ah yes! One can see that he
doesn't have any complexes!'

'What do you think about the experiment that
we have just completed?' Schaeffer asked us .

Silence . None of us had been thinking any-
thing special about the experiment .

Schaeffer did not persist . By hindsight,
it now seems to me that the test showed that all
of us, except for the lawyer, were too eager to
jump to conclusions, to 'draw inferences' as to
the significance of what we saw in the picture .

Other visual and taste tests followed . Then
things began to warm up a bit when Schaeffer
asked : 'What is the length of this table?'

'One does not know (On n'en sait rien),' I
replied .

'Who is on?' Schaeffer brutally exclaimed .
'To me,' he added, 'on is a man who lives the
year around somewhere in the middle of the Arch
of Triumph.' I was now annoyed so much that I
understood nothing . My classmates were also
perplexed .

'Is it,' cautiously ventured the psycholo-
gist, 'the approximate length or the real, ab-
solute length that you seek?'

'Ah,' exclaimed Schaeffer with sarcasm,
'Note the words real, absolute! What is the
length of this table?' he thundered again, hit-
ting it with his fist .

The school principal took a ruler and meas-
ured it .

'42 inches,' she said . Her neighbor meas-
ured it in turn .

'Exactly 42.1/4 inches,' he said .
'You misunderstand me,' replied Schaeffer .

'Does this table have a length?'
'We are forced to understand that it has a

length,' said the school principal . 'Without
this, one could not measure . And to live, one is
obliged to measure .'

'Yes,' said the doctor . 'To live is to
evaluate .'

Then Schaeffer took from his pocket a hor-
rible object (no doubt American), a pair of
plastic false teeth that went clickety-clack au-
tomatically when turned loose .

'This,' he said, 'is what Korzybski has
called a device for the masturbation of the sali-
vary glands . I will set it in motion each time
that you talk blah-blah .' The psychologist
laughed. But I was indignant, and when he passed
out a personal reaction questionnaire (on which
we were invited to indicate a number correspond-
ing best to the state of our emotional feelings
about the meeting that had just taken place), I
put down a very low score .

The next afternoon Schaeffer was eating

oranges . He handed me one and said: 'Tell me
about this thing that I hold here before I eat
it . Tell me what it is .'

'It is a small juicy and tasty fruit with an
orange color,' I said bravely . 'Briefly and com-
pletely, it is an orange .'

Schaeffer squeezed the orange ; it went
'plop' . It was a trick orange .

'Note the words briefly and completely,'
commanded Schaeffer . 'And now tell me, what is
the length of this table?'

'Oh, good heavens!' I said to myself, an-
noyed . 'I wish he would go away--him, his Semi-
nar and his idiotic gadgets .'

Our General Semantics Seminar surged along .
The various notions that Schaeffer expounded up-
on that first morning were simple, known to us
all . Here they are, in very condensed form :

An object or being is a moving process,
ever-changing, with an infinite number of charac-
teristics . Our nervous system abstracts some of
these characteristics (such as 'golden-brown',
'cold', 'smooth' ; or perhaps 'orange', 'rough',
etc .), and we eagerly apply a label ('It is a
table,' 'It is an orange') . (1) On the other
hand, the very structure of our language induces
us to forget about these moving and changing
processes . The table has no 'absolute length' .
On the molecular level we are dealing with a
sort of mass dance that is impossible to measure
'exactly' .

Our method of speech is not really very
'scientific' . To say 'This object is a chair
that is blue,' is to speak like prehistoric man .

T-curious thing--these notions raised a mul-
titude of objections .

'We know all this, it is elementary . But
what of itl We have to talk .'

'All the same, if I tell an antique dealer
that I want a chair, he knows that I am not ask-
ing him for a plush couchl Words have a meaning,
don't they?'

'Note the phrase, "words have a meaning",'
said Schaeffer .

Discussions between neighbors began and the
general tone rose . Schaeffer was forced to take
out his dreadful plastic false teeth again ; and
we fell silent . Then he presented us with two
problems . I cannot resist the temptation of re-
producing here the first of these problems, know-
ing full well that in so doing I am helping the
readers of Realites if they should ever attend a
General Semantics Seminar . (We can resist help-
ing readers of this General Semantics Bulletin .
--Ed.] It is the problem about the nine points .

There was silence in our Seminar . Then the
cries spread :

'It is impossible to do .'
'There is a trap then	'
The entire class gave up and none found the

solution .
The second problem was as follows : A tank

contains 500 gallons of water . At the moment
when it is 4/5 full, a fire breaks out . We at-
tach a hose to the tank and begin pumping 10 gal-
lons per minute . At that moment, however, a
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crack develops in the bottom of the tank and wa-
ter begins to leak out at the rate of 1-1/2 gal-
lons each half-hour . How many gallons will have
been pumped from the tank in twenty minutes?

I immediately felt depressed, discouraged,
and I didn't even try to solve the problem . Be-
side me, an engineer took his slide rule and cov-
ered a page with calculations . Only the school
principal frisked about, smiling . She was the
only one to solve the problem .

The capacity of the tank, the 4/5, the leak,
the 1-1/2 gallons per half-hour, all these given
facts are there to deceive us . What counts is
that 10 gallons per minute is pumped through the
hose . In 20 minutes, therefore, 200 gallons will
have been pumped. It is simple .

'And there you are,' said Schaeffer . 'Yes,
it is simple . But you shut yourselves up within
rigid premises . You jumped to the conclusion
that the leak, the capacity of the tank, that all
this had some bearing on the problem. And the
first problem! Nine small points, as clear as
they can be, and you say, "I cannot solve the
problem!"'

Subdued, the buzz of the Seminar quieted and
Schaeffer had the time to state that :

(A .) The map is not the territory . The
word is not the thing . 'When you speak,' he un-
kindly told us, 'you believe your words are pure
gold--or uranium . But as for me, I know that
when I speak I only make the air vibrate . I say
"merde" and you all say, "Oh, the nasty wretch,
he said merde ." But I only made the air
vibrate .'

(B .) The map does not cover all the terri-
tory (since it can never describe or record all
the characteristics of a process) .

(C .) The map includes also the person who
is making it . (If you say 'Sophia Loren is the
most beautiful girl in the world', it is a judg-
ment that reflects your own tastes .)

These axioms were well received .
'True, true,' said the lawyer . 'All that

reminds me of James who said, "the word dog does
not bite" .'

'It is the idea of Heisenberg,' said an en-
gineer . 'A is not always A . An electron can be
described as a form of Wave, or as a Particle .'

'Yes,' said the school principal . 'And that
is why one cannot say that a table is always a
table . One can use it for a bed . A pencil can
serve as a knitting needle . A tramp can perhaps
be a saint . Yes, I see .'

Having said this, she immediately ran afoul
of the following question : Schaeffer handed her
a pencil and said to her, 'What is this?'

'Uh,' she said warily, 'it is a symbol, uh,
a means of	'

The false teeth clacked loudly .
We went on to another exercise : the differ-

ence between a description and an inference .
Schaeffer distributed some tests [adapted from
William V. Haney's 'Uncritical Inference Test,'
see GSB Nos . 16 & 17, 1955, pp . 49-51] .
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Except for a young lady, we all committed
an unbelievable number of errors . It was at
that moment, disgraced and horrified (because be-
ing a journalist I should not have made so many
errors), that I began to realize the usefulness
of General Semantics . In business, strategy and
politics, inferences can cause blunders to be
made, as our answers to this test well indicated .

Only one of our group took these humiliating
exercises in poor spirit . To my surprise, it was
a solemn engineer . He defended his errors point
by point .

'Well now, let's see,' said this engineer .
'You are splitting hairs .'

'I have the right to infer that Richet di-
rects the publicity affairs of the Lemoine Com-
pany . I have the right! One cannot live with-
out inferring(' He protested so much that in my
opinion he must have felt as guilty as I .

Schaeffer then distributed paper, some tubes
of paint, brushes, and invited us to paint what
is called an abstract painting .

'I do not know how to paint,' said the law-
yer . 'No one ever taught me	'

'Ahl That annoying fellow "one" (on) . How
did Picasso learn?'

'He has talent . . .a gift .'
'Talent! Giftl Is this something that ex-

ists, something inherited or acquired like
money?'

'It can come from deep impulses,' said the
school principal .

'And these deep impulses, they come from
the depths of the soul, perhaps? I am surprised
at you all for talking like that!' (It is cor-
rect that a word makes us believe in the con-
crete existence of things that are only verbal
inventions : 'gift', 'depths of the soul', and
along a different order of notions 'forests' or
even 'the French people' .)

'Don't talk anymore and try to be like this
little fellow,' said Schaeffer showing us a photo
of a baby absorbed in his play with wooden
blocks .

We copied the baby by working in silence .
It was marvelous to find oneself directly on the
non-verbal level, to act without thinking in
words . Beside me the jovial publicity chief,
who was surely (2) a man of distinction, traced
with pleasure various strokes indicating a large
bottle of champagne. The school principal had
put aside her brush and was happily daubing the
paper with her fingers . Our works of art com-
pleted, we left to have lunch together . To my
surprise, outside the Seminar, Schaffer was not
extremely aggressive, and appeared even . modest .
Upon our return to the Seminar, I buttonholed
the two psychologists, and asked :

'Why is Schaeffer, when he is before us, so
brutal, so arrogant?'

'But he is not!'
'Psychologically it would be dangerous if

he should act as if he had more knowledge than
us and say sweetly, "You are getting off the
track a little," if he should play the part of
the umpire . Instead of this, he uses a mechani-



cal trick to apply the brakes when he sees that
the Seminar is about to be drowned in a sea of
words .'

'Very well,' I said. 'But the Seminar must
seem a little elementary to you?'

'Not at all . It is one thing to understand
the theories of Einstein . It is another thing
to live them. We psychologists, especially, can
tell of shocking things .'

'Think about Binet, the famous Binet who
perfected the intelligence test . When somebody
asked him, "But Mr . Binet, what is intelli-
gence?", he answered superbly, "Intelligence is
what my test measures ." And it follows, obvi-
ously, that General Semantics brings together
and embraces all of the problems of efficient
communication, efficient judgments	'

'True enough,' said the first psychologist .
'One of my favorite tests for would-be engineers
is essentially a test to measure the ability to
draw valid inferences . It is this classic prob-
lem : Two workers dig a ditch in one hour . How
much time will a single worker need?' (3)

The Seminar (which lasted 2-1/2 days) went
on . The ending of the Seminar was more peaceful
than its beginning . For one thing we had access
to two communications that interested us : one
from Dr. Israel about General Semantics and the
nervous system; and the other from a young mathe-
matician named Berloquin about the connections
between mathematics and language . For another
thing, the ideas that Schaeffer presented us
seemed less elementary after we had tried, with
difficulty, to put them in practice .

Some of the members of the Seminar dis-
played the exuberant enthusiasm of a neophyte .

'Ah, my friends! This business of getting
General Semantics in one's guts--it is hard, but
it is exciting,' said the school principal . 'I
hardly sleep at night!'

I did not feel quite so enthusiastic, but I
listened without hostility when Schaeffer ac-
cused us of not 'dating' and 'indexing', (that is,
to forget that every process is ever-moving,
ever-changing, and that one process is never
identical with the other) (4) ; of basing our be-
havior on 'intensional' judgments ('X is a sad-
istic madman') instead of on 'extensional' judg-
ments ('X tied up his dog and then poked the
dog's eyes out and cut off his feet') ; of forget-
ting that each effect has an infinity of causes ;
and of 'confusing levels of abstraction' (a con-
versation between General De Gaulle and a cow-
herd about the raising of Charolais beef would
probably develop along two very different
planes) .

What later surprised and intrigued me, among
Schaeffer's statements, were exhortations of the
following type : 'Do you realize that you are re-
sponsible for your opinions? Are you going to
live like unconscious animals? Do you realize
that you are part of the environment of your
neighbors and that when you speak in a pathologi-
cal manner, you are harmful to others?, etc .'

'Oh, my goodness!' I said to myself . 'Are
we going to end up in some American semantic-

moral "way of life"?'
Once again I was mistaken . Korzybski formu-

lated the notion that one of the big differences
between man and animals is that man is a 'time-
binder', a being that communicates through space-
time with his fellow-beings . In addition to
this, man can be conscious of the manner in which
he thinks .

I believe that Schaeffer, in his long talks
to us on our 'responsibilities', was trying to
make us grasp another difference between man and
animals : Like an animal a man can be 'condi-
tioned' and so thoroughly conditioned that cer-
tain words can completely upset him ('dirty ne-
groes', 'capitalist', 'my love', 'communist',
etc .) . But hecan also be de-conditioned ; and,
even better, he can do the conditioning on de-
conditioning himself . With patience, he can act
(indirectly) on his own unconscious .

In the U.S .A ., General Semantics has been
used to settle differences between employers and
their workers . And during the war, some 7,000
soldiers suffering from combat fatigue were rap-
idly put back on their feet through the applica-
tion of General Semantics .

The first very beneficial effect of General
Semantics is the elimination of impulsive, unde-
layed emotional reactions and to impose a sort
of pause that Korzybski called the 'delayed reac-
tion' . A person then has time to decide how he
ought to react . And now to give a small, modest
personal example : I received, recently,, two in-
sulting letters . But I took the time to say to
myself, 'Just as it is I who decides that the
cushion "is blue", so it is I who decides if I
wish these letters to be provoking .'

Among neurotics, the treatment is to try to
bring the patient down from the verbal, abstract
levels, although he resists, and try to restore
him to the 'process level' . The school principal
confided to us that she used to be afraid of
dogs . But 'dogs' do not exist : There is only
dog,, dog2, dog3, etc . At the end of two days,
she recognized that, after all, she was only
afraid of a word ('if someone had shown me a
barking animal, saying to me "But no, this isn't
a dog--it is a lemur," I would not have been very
afraid') . And since she had undertaken to 'live
General Semantics in her guts,' she succeeded, in
part, in vanquishing her fear .

The end of the Seminar saddened all of us,
and many in the class re-enlisted in Schaeffer's
next Seminar . And then, when Schaeffer once
again stood before us and took out his plastic
false teeth, the surprise of the new student
caused us to exchange amused condescending
smiles . This is the danger of these short, ele-
mentary Seminars . One (5) (on) considers himself
to be an expert ('a three-day wonder,' Say' the
Americans) and believes he understands it all .

In fact, the first short Seminar is equiva-
lent to only a few blows of the pickaxe against a
rock. Korzybski wrote that to learn to evaluate
like a semantician takes almost as much time as
to learn to read . This appears to me to be an
optimistic estimate . To shed one's mania for
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making quick inferences ; to begin to think and
feel in a non-verbal manner ; to be always con-
scious of abstracting ; to see the world and the
beings in it as forms of structures and func-
tions; to remember that at any particular moment
one never has all the facts of a problem ; to
date and index; to not permit one's evaluations
to be influenced by words alone (6) ; etc . ; all
this in my case, demanded a hard, continued ef-
fort. As I was determined to be among the con-
scious, I enrolled in an 'Advanced' Seminar, and
buckled down to the task of reading Science and
Sanity by Korzybski . This book frightens many
readers because it is over eight hundred pages
long . But it is long because it is comprehen-
sive (equally because Korzybski repeats himself,
often at great length); and it is so useful that
it should have been translated into the French

FOOTNOTE REFERENCES

1 . A better semantician than I, Tristan Bernard, wrote the following verse :
I extol the fruit that we eat with pleasure
During the midst of winter and throughout the warm weather
Which we have good reason to call an orange
Because it has an orange taste, .„shape and color .

Inference, naturally .
He would be obviously scatter-brained if he answered two hours . Together the two workers would
perhaps pass a good part of their time talking. Perhaps a single worker is two times as effi-
cient as when he works with another . And then again, he might be only a third as efficient, etc .

4 . Some authors, naturally, have not waited for Korzybski in order to reason like semanticians .
'Six Characters in Search of an Author' by Pirandello is almost an exercise in General Semantics .
'One' means 'me' naturally . Likewise some of the other 'ones' used herein . It does seem to me
that the French word on is a word that is both imprecise and a little slipshod . Better, I think,
to say frankly 'I' or 'we' .

6 . An example of a good effort to attempt to transform a 'territory', through the use of words, so
that it conforms to the 'map', was advanced by one of the students in the Seminar . His boss had
called him into his office and told him, 'My friend, your work on this problem is worthless be-
cause we do not like the solutions you propose . You must reformulate the problem in light of
the solutions we are thinking of using .'

language a long time ago .
Like the majority of my classmates in the

'Advanced' Seminar, I committed myself to apply
General Semantics several hours a day . And at
the end of three months, I began to feel a cer-
tain breaking-in or flexibility in my poor old
fossilized mind . Some of my fellow students pro-
gressed even more rapidly . But others found
themselves blocked . They fell out, perhaps, be-
cause they wanted to find a set of absolutes in
General Semantics--some sort of guide, dogma or
philosophy of life .

It appears to me that General Semantics is
more a method or sport--a tiring but healthy
sport that renovates one's way of thinking and
feeling. To me this was enough and 1 did not
demand more from General Semantics .

2 .
3 .
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PHILLIP G . SCHWANKE, an engineer in the Merchant Marine for many .years, has studied law and
languages, and lists his avocation as 'the study of stock price fluctuation .' He became
interested in General Semantics through reading John Magee's The General Semantics of Wall
Street, and has been in touch with the Institute since 1961 . We assumee it was shipping
schedules which prevented his attendance at our 1964 Semi nar-Workshop (see his letter,
page 137), so we have not had the privilege of face-to-face meeting with Mr . Schwanke . He
has demonstrated, by correspondence, the kind of interest in G S which we cannot help but
appreciate : When he found the Houston Public Library's collection of books on General Se-
mantics deficient, he bought and presented to the Library a substantial G S bookshelf . He
has made a number of proposals for Institute projects which, although we cannot act upon
them in the near future, are at least in line with our hopes for the future . An example,
the 'Selected Readings in General Semantics' referred to in his note to the translation,
'Muriel Attends a General Semantics Seminar .' We also find his letter (page 137) propos-
ing an increase in Membership rates, if perhaps inflammatory, quite thought provoking . Mr .
Schwanke has further earned our gratitude by not only suggesting the translations from the
French of Muriel Reed's article and the chapter from the Laborit book, but also by produc-
ing translations for our consideration .


